Objectives-We wanted to develop a method for evaluating the consistency and usefulness of LOINC code use across different institutions, and to evaluate the degree of interoperability that can be attained when using LOINC codes for laboratory data exchange. Our specific goals were to: 1) Determine if any contradictory knowledge exists in LOINC. 2) Determine how many LOINC codes were used in a truly interoperable fashion between systems. 3) Provide suggestions for improving the semantic interoperability of LOINC.
Introduction
Consistency and usefulness are two important characteristics of good terminological systems (TSs), especially for information exchange. As we use the terms in this article, consistency means that between any two terms within TSs there is no contradictory knowledge (as represented by the implicit or explicit relationships between concepts), and usefulness means that there is knowledge in the terminology that allows for creation of an efficient algorithm for making inferences using the relationships in the terminology for supporting different kinds of use, e.g. information retrieval, data integration or clinical decision support [4] . Auditing TSs can be a difficult task because of the huge number of concepts, e.g. LOINC has more than 65,000 codes. In order to reduce this task to a manageable size, researchers have used semantic methods to search for similar concepts in the UMLS [9] or used semantic structures to partition SNOMED into smaller groups [28] . Previous reports have shown that most inconsistencies in LOINC mapping result from choosing codes that vary in the 'method', 'scale' and 'property' characteristics of the codes. [3, 20, 26] . The use of Version Spaces is a common technique used in machine learning for concept discovery [24] . Version Spaces are used to divide all hypotheses into smaller subspaces to make it possible to search similar concepts by a given set of constraints. This paper describes a systematic method for auditing the consistency and usefulness of LOINC use and discusses potential strategies to approach best practices in the use of LOINC for interoperable data exchange.
Auditing TSs on policy vs. use
Early papers on TSs development were focused on functional, structural and policy perspectives. These papers include Cimino's desiderata for creating controlled medical vocabularies [10] , Chute et al. ' s study of functional characteristics of comprehensive health terminology systems in the United States [8] , and the technical specification published by International Standard Organization (ISO) -"Health informatics -Controlled health terminology -Structure and high-level indicators" [16] . As TS usage increased, discussions shifted to descriptions of practical use. These studies included analyzing coverage of the UMLS for coding of concepts in the Gene Ontology (GO) [6] , comparing coding consistency of SNOMED CT among three commercial coding companies [2] and evaluating the performance of LOINC when comparing laboratory data among three hospitals [3] . To summarize all auditing methods for TSs, Zhu et al. have done a thorough literature review on different auditing methods, including manual, systematic and heuristic methods [29] .
The development of LOINC

Rapid evolution of LOINC model-LOINC provides a universal terminology for
reporting laboratory tests and other clinical observations. Since 1994, LOINC has grown from about 6,000 codes to more than 65,000 in the current version. As Cimino noted in his desiderata [10] , an important characteristic of TSs is to "Evolve Gracefully", and LOINC tries to adhere to this principle [15] . The LOINC committee has emphasized practical experience in using LOINC to improve its design. Whenever the original design of LOINC is not sufficient, the design is enhanced or a new model is created. Before migrating to the current six-axis model, at least four different earlier models were created (Table 1) . For example, the first design of LOINC was a four-axis model, but with more implementation, the original model was insufficient for specifying some tests, e.g. it lacked the ability to specify timing (24 hours, 12 hours, or 4 hours, etc.). Therefore, "<timing>" was added to create a new model.
LOINC in
Action-Many places adopted LOINC in their daily operations, including large commercial laboratories, hospitals, health care provider networks, insurance companies, and public health departments [21] . Recently, LOINC was adopted as the terminology standard for certification of laboratory orders and results, including electronic reporting of lab results to public health agencies as part of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Electronic Health Record (EHR) "Meaningful Use" incentive program. LOINC was also used in a German Hospital Information System (HIS) to identify the document type of reports sent as Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) documents [14] and to retrieve laboratory data of adverse events automatically from clinical trial databases [7] . LOINC is also frequently used in computerized clinical decision support systems [1] . Although the scope of LOINC covers both clinical and laboratory observations, for the purpose of this paper we focus exclusively on laboratory content. [27] . We also conducted a series of studies about LOINC usage among three large institutions. First, we reported that LOINC codes can cover more than 99% of the volume of every day laboratory tests among two institutions and 79% of tests in a reference laboratory [19] . Second, we evaluated the correctness of LOINC mapping and reported that there were 0.45% (4/884) tests mapped to totally unrelated LOINC codes and 4% (36/884) tests containing at least one error in mapping to the 6 axis model of LOINC [20] . An earlier study by Baorto et al. also evaluated LOINC performance when combining laboratory results associated with congestive heart failure patients among three teaching hospitals [3] .
Evaluations of LOINC-Evaluating
1.2.4
Requirements for ideal LOINC use-According to Devanbu et al.'s defintion of a good knowledge system [13] , the best practice of LOINC should have the following characteristics: 1) Completeness: it should have all the necessary LOINC codes to cover the domain of interest, 2) Correctness: mapped LOINC codes should be faithful to the original meaning of the tests, 3) Consistency: the knowledge implied by different LOINC codes should be consistent, e.g. if two different codes have identical meanings, the codes are duplicates and the consistency principle is violated, and 4) Competence: Usefulness is the fundamental goal of LOINC for supporting use of laboratory data in different fields. Support for the use of ontologic relationships is one of the important competencies of TSs [25] . LOINC should define the relations between codes and combinations of codes that allow users to infer equivalence, if their meanings in data instance representation are interoperable. That is, if the combination of two codes has the same meaning as a single code (a difference in the use of pre-or post-coordination), relationships should exist between the codes that support the assertion of equivalence. Previous evaluations have described LOINC with respect to the first two characteristics, completeness [18, 19] and correctness [20] . The focus of this paper is on the evaluation of consistency and usefulness.
Definition of Consistency and Usefulness of TSs
1.3.1 Consistency-Consistency in a system implies that the system does not contain contradictory knowledge. Consistency of TSs could be discussed from two perspectives: 1) Internal consistency: Inconsistency can result if there is a failure to uniformly employ design principles throughout the entire terminology. For example, the hierarchies, semantic rules, mapping polices, etc., can be incomplete or inconsistent. One study investigated inconsistencies in the usage of the 'parent-child' and 'is-a relationship' in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [11] . Another study investigated inconsistent use of semantic or linguistic rules for representing similar terms for SNOMED [5] . They found that two common modifier terms, "acquired" and "congenital", used for the disease "porphyria", are sibling relationships; but for another disease, "acquired keratoderma (D0-22310)" and "congenital keratoderma (D4-40130)" were not sibling relationships but were found in two separate branches in SNOMED [5] . 2) External consistency: The terminology allows for inconsistent and non-interoperable representation of instance data. Baorto et al. reported that the same laboratory tests could be mapped to different LOINC codes, e.g. different coding strategies could be used to choose specimen types, serum, plasma or serum/plasma for the same tests across different institutions [3] . A study comparing three versions of SNOMED coding of the same case report forms (CRF) done by three commercial coding companies showed that there was no significant degree of inter-rater agreement in their coding behaviors, because the three coding companies used different coding strategies concerning pre-vs. post-coordination [2] . Sometimes TSs designs were workable (internal consistency), but TSs were not used consistently across institutions (external consistency). Therefore, ensuring that TSs are both internally and externally consistent is crucial for semantic interoperability.
Usefulness-
The use of ontologic relationships to support biomedical inferencing, as exemplified in knowledge management, data integration and decision support, is one of the important characteristics of TSs [4] . Often times the same instance data can be represented by different combinations of terms, and an ontology can provide an ability for finding equivalence of those terms. Steindel et al. reported the ability of building the hierarchy of LOINC codes can facilitate public health reporting [26] . To allow consistent reporting of laboratory data to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) using LOINC, a "Reportable Condition to LOINC mapping table for National Notifiable Disease (NND)" was created for use by all healthcare institutions [22] . However, new LOINC codes for screening tests for NND were continually created and manually adding them into the above mapping table would be labor intensive. To facilitate the update process, a set of rules was developed to allow new LOINC codes to be added to the table according to their similarity in meaning to existing LOINC codes. For example, a methodless measurement was added as a parent for a measurement with a method 'automatically', all different methods for the same analyte would be placed as children under the same analyte, and ordinal (ORD) measurements were considered to be children of quantitative (QN) measurements [26] . Therefore, new LOINC codes could be added "automatically" to the mapping table based on these rules.
How to audit TSs efficiently
TSs usually consist of many thousands of terms. It is not an easy task to audit TSs, because scanning all pairs of terms and examining their relationships would create huge numbers of combinations. A key strategy in developing an efficient approach for comparing terms is to generate only the most likely pairs, instead of scanning all pairs. In general, it is not very meaningful to compare two things which are not related, e.g. comparing a bacterial screening test to a sodium measurement is less interesting than comparing two different bacterial screening tests. There are two common approaches for searching similar things to generate pairs: 1) Searching equivalent concepts: When examining one term, only search for other terms which have similar meaning. Cimino used semantic methods to search for terms having similar meaning to audit the UMLS, e.g. using synonyms and semantic types of concepts. For example, he neglected different word order in searching for equivalent concepts, and he found duplicate concepts as shown below [9] . C0000760: ABNORMAL PAP SMEAR C0240660: PAP SMEAR ABNORMAL Cornet et al. used a similar approach to detect duplicates in DICE TS and they successfully found 4 duplicate concepts in a set of 2500 concepts [12] .
2) Segmentation:
This approach divides TSs into several smaller groups based on their characteristics. It has been applied to evaluating the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIT) and SNOMED by Perl's group and their colleagues [23, 28] . Their method has two main phases for auditing terminologies: the automated preparation phase and 2) the manually guided-discovery phase. The first phase is composed of four steps: 1) divide all concepts into several groups called an area-taxonomy based on concepts having the same roles, 2) construct a compact abstraction network, 3) refine each division into groups of concepts, called P-area's and 4) finally, construct an enhanced abstraction network, called the P-area taxonomy [23] . Basically they segmented NCIT's Biological Process hierarchy, by using a general to specific (divide and conquer) approach using roles (e.g. biological process role, chromosomal location role) to place terms into groups (areas) for constructing the area-taxonomy. The terms within each area could be categorized into partial areas by their semantics as captured by the root role of the partial area. Using this approach, a partial area taxonomy could be created that segmented NCIT contents based on structure and semantics for support of manual auditing, by identifying partial areas with a high likelihood of errors [28] .
Concept Learning-Concept learning is a common approach in Machine Learning
where searching for similar concepts is based on a given set of attributes [24] . LOINC utilizes six attributes to specify the meaning of laboratory tests, which is very similar to how a specific hypothesis is defined in concept learning. One approach to concept learning is to divide all instances into several version spaces based on a given set of constraints [24] .
Using this approach, all instances within a given version space will share similar attributes.
Notation-
In concept learning, all hypotheses can be represented by a set of attributes. LOINC term names consists of a vector of 6 constraints (Analyte, Method, Time, Scale, Property, System). For each constraint, the attribute could be entered using the following tokens [24] :
• "?", allow any value
• allow a specific value (e.g., Hematocrit, )
• 'Ø ', empty set, do not allow any value Therefore, the most general hypothesis, which includes all LOINC codes, could be represented by the expression The 'Analyte' could be substituted by any more specific analyte. If we are counting the number of hypotheses <Analyte,?,?,?,?,?> in a dataset, it equals the count of instances that represent analytes. This expression is also equivalent to the structured query language (SQL) statement 'Group by Analyte'. Similarly, the following expression is used to specify the group having the same analyte and system. The analyte and system could each be substituted by any analyte or system. The number of hypotheses that exist is equal to the number of combinations of analyte and system. It is also equivalent to the SQL statement 'Group by Analyte and System'. <Analyte,?,?,?,?, System>
Proposed framework
We wanted to investigate the consistency and usefulness of LOINC concepts by creating a version space. By examining all the relationships between any two LOINC codes within each version space, we wanted to:
1. Determine whether there is any contradictory knowledge, e.g. duplicate codes, or code ambiguity 2. Detect any combinations of pre and post coordinated tests that are equivalent or where relationships can be created that will enable systems to interoperate 3. Provide suggestions for best practices for LOINC users that will improve the semantic interoperability of LOINC
Methods
Collecting Extensional Definitions (EDs) of LOINC from three large institutions
We first sent out invitations to several major institutions, and three institutions agreed to provide their laboratory data for the experiment. These three institutions were: 1. Associated Regional and University Pathologists, ARUP Laboratories (Salt Lake City, UT) 2. Intermountain Healthcare, Intermountain (Salt Lake City, UT) 3. Regenstrief Institute, Inc. (Indianapolis, IN) . With IRB approval, de-identified patient data for general laboratory tests for the year of 2007 for each institution were selected for this study. In our previous studies [19, 20] , we used all data collected from the five institutions that contribute data to Regenstrief. To avoid selection bias, only the institution with the highest volume of tests was included in this study. We developed a parsing program written in JAVA and Python to process patient data to generate EDs, which include local code, local description, numeric value, units of measure, coded variables and LOINC mappings, from each institution shown as Table 2 . Then, we distributed installed parsing programs to each institution and asked collaborators to process the de-identified patient data within the virtual machines. Only processed EDs were sent back to us for analysis. Table 3 shows how EDs can be used to determine appropriate LOINC naming. For example, there were EDs of two genetic tests retrieved from two different institutions which had identical local names, 'ALPHA-1-ANTITRYPSIN PHENOTYPE'. The local codes were mapped to two different LOINC codes that had different 'method', 'property' and 'scale' attributes. Considering only their local names, there was not enough information to determine whether two LOINC codes with different 'property/scale' were needed. But if we examined the values reported for each test as summarized from their EDs, we can determine that these are similar tests. This comparison of EDs can help us determine whether LOINC naming for specific tests was accurate.
Creating Version Spaces for searching similar LOINC concepts (Find-S: Finding a maximally specific hypothesis)
As noted previously, making version spaces is an approach used in concept learning to create subspaces of hypotheses using different constraints. One approach to creating version spaces is Find-S: Finding a maximally specific hypothesis, which creates hypotheses from the most specific to least stringent by relaxing constraints one by one. For example, the most specific hypothesis for specifying a unique LOINC concept is:
<Analyte, Method, Time, Scale, Property, System > A less stringent example of a hypothesis can be made by relaxing one constraint (property):
<Analyte, Method, Time, Scale,?, System > It has been reported that choosing different 'properties' was the most frequent reason that different coding choices were made in a study about LOINC coding behaviors in congestive heart failure patients [3] . In our previous study about correctness of LOINC mapping, choosing different 'Method', 'Scale' and 'Property' attributes was the most common reason for different coding choices among three large institutions [20] . For example, in the 'Method' axis, some institutions usually use a code that specifies the method (when available), whereas other institutions always choose terms that are "methodless". Another example, is that in the 'Scale/Property' axes, LOINC uses two distinct styles (Prid:Nar VS. Prid:Nom) for reporting the interpretation of laboratory tests (e.g. CFTR gene mutation analysis). The Narrative (Nar) scale is for free text results (sentences, paragraphs, sections), whereas the Nominal (Nom) scale is used for representing coded values, as when selecting an organism found on culture from a coded list of bacteria. The differences between these types are often subtle and require understanding the reporting system. Steindel et al. also concluded that for some purposes, such as finding any code that could be used to indicate the presence of a particular disease, rolling up LOINC codes and ignoring some LOINC axes (e.g. method, scale, or property) can be beneficial [26] . For example, the following LOINC codes have differences in method, scale or property, but they all can be used to diagnose the infectious disease 'BACILLUS ANTHRACIS': Using the version space constraint notation described above, all three of these concepts can be represented by the following expression:
<BACILLUS ANTHRACIS AB,?, PT,?,?, SER>
Based on the most common kinds of mapping errors, we decided to choose <Analyte,?, Time,?,?, System> as the optimal design for auditing LOINC.
Constructing the Version Space for the <Analyte,?, Time,?,?, System> expression
After receiving the data from each institution, all EDs were loaded into the database. We then grouped all LOINC codes into smaller subspaces by creating Version Spaces matching the expression <Analyte,?, Time,?,?, System> shown as Table 4 . Within each Version Space, all LOINC codes shared the identical three axes "Analyte", "System" and "Time", while having different values for 'Scale', 'Property' and 'Method'. LOINC flags codes that can be used in post-coordinated expressions by using 'XXX' as a value in certain axes, especially "System" and 'Time'. The 'XXX' signifies that the information content of that axis is communicated elsewhere in an instance of data, for example in a different field in an HL7 message. In creating our Version Spaces, we interpreted 'XXX' to be any value. For example, we added the code < Leukocytes, Automated count, Pt, NCnc, Qn, XXX> into the Version Space <Leukocytes,?, Pt,?,?, Bld > and <Leukocytes,?, Pt, ?,?, CSF >. We also processed those LOINC codes having 'XXX' in the 'Time' axis using the same approach. In the real world, the meaning of 'XXX' in a term is not literally anything; its meaning is constrained by the nature of the 'Analyte'. Since we used existing concepts from LOINC with 'XXX' the broad interpretation of XXX is not a significant problem.
Semi-automated Review
We developed a semi-automated review process, which could be used to systematically discover the relationships of terms and determine the characteristic of the relationships, such as consistency and usefulness. This process consisted of three phases: 1) Discovery phase: A python program was written to discover all patterns of similar pairs in each version space for manual review, 2) Discussion phase: All similar patterns were manually reviewed and discussed by experts, and 3) Analysis phase: We analyzed all patterns to define formal descriptions (a taxonomy) for them, e.g. (Method vs. Methodless) or (Pre vs. Postcoordinated). One important principle was that we focused on general issues for analytes having similar patterns. For example, the following patterns, <Imp:Nar> and <Imp:Nom> were considered contradictory designs (ambiguous), because LOINC codes with the same analyte but using these two different patterns were found to report similar things when their full EDs were considered. All analytes having these designs were found to be contradictory. The program discovered all similar pairs and generated a text report for manual review.
Discovery phase-
Discussion phase-
After the discovery phase, there were two stages of discussion. In the first stage, small groups of experts reviewed the overall findings. Any confusing findings involving LOINC policy were distributed in the LOINC committee for additional discussion. The discussion phase can increase awareness of consistency and usefulness issues in the general public.
Analysis phase-
After the discussion phase, we found some patterns that shared similar characteristics e.g. (Method vs. Methodless) or (Pre vs. Post-coordinated). Therefore, we developed formal descriptions (a taxonomy) for each group. Using those formal descriptions we can communicate consistency and usefulness of LOINC more efficiently. Table 5 shows the number of laboratory tests collected from three institutions and the number of version spaces for each institution. Table 6 shows the distributions of the size of pairwise version spaces between institutions. It also shows that many LOINC codes were used by all institutions and most version spaces contain less than 10 items. After reviewing consistency within each version space, reasons causing contradictory knowledge were classified into three categories (table 7) : 1) Deprecated codes: LOINC codes were already deprecated in the LOINC distribution file but were still actively being used in laboratory systems. 2) Raw measurement versus interpretation: Both raw measurements (30 ng/ml) and their interpretations (e.g. Negative) are usually reported in laboratory systems. The LOINC committee created terms for both raw measurements and interpretations but most institutions only choose one code for mapping both kinds of results. 3) Ambiguous codes: There are LOINC codes for reporting similar things, but the institutions have chosen different styles of pre and post coordination. Table 8 shows examples for each category. The 'Raw measurement versus interpretation' category is the most frequent reason for conflicting code use. Table 9 reveals results after the review for usefulness. All semantically interoperable pairs could be classified into 3 levels: 1) Level I: There is no meaning loss. Information is fully exchanged by identical codes, 2) Level II -there is no meaning loss, and information can be fully exchanged, but it requires conversion of units of measure or other kinds of additional processing. Level II interoperability has been further classified into another three sub-categories: II.a is 'MCnc vs. SCnc', II.b is 'Pre vs. Post-coordinated' and II.c is 'value vs. log value', and 3) Level III -there is some meaning loss and only partial information could be exchanged. We have listed examples and further explanation for each category in Table 10 . From 
Results
Discussion
Using LOINC, or any standard coding system to support interoperable data exchange is not an easy task. We evaluated LOINC specifically on consistency and usefulness of use perspectives which revealed several important findings.
Creating LOINC codes should be consistent
LOINC is still being actively developed. Creation of new codes and updates could cause inconsistency. Ideally when new codes are created, the new code should follow previous design patterns. Currently, there is no way to automatically check consistency except by using expert guidance from the LOINC committee. For long-term maintenance, there should be a standardized method to detect any contradictory knowledge within LOINC. When inconsistencies in LOINC codes are discovered, it leads to the complicated task of correcting the error. This leads to several suggestions about best practices: First, the LOINC committee should decide which codes should be deprecated or when a new code should be created for replacing existing contradictory codes. Second, after changes have been made to the LOINC codes, each institution should update any deprecated codes. Although the status for each LOINC code is clearly specified in the LOINC distribution and the RELMA program includes functions for finding local codes mapped to deprecated LOINCs, we still observed deprecated codes in use in operational databases. This finding suggests that LOINC users are not always diligent in updating their systems with new LOINC releases.
Minimalism as a better approach
Complicated designs are hard for users to follow. The LOINC committee designed two styles (raw measurements versus interpretations) of codes for storing raw measurements and interpretations as distinct observations, which is a workable design. We have observed that sometimes when a new kind of test comes onto the market it is initially reported with interpretive codes, but over time the prevalent reporting pattern changes to sending the quantitative results. Therefore, users who aggregate longitudinal data or interface with many partners need extra efforts to accommodate both LOINC styles. Usually laboratories just choose one style for reporting data. Sometimes even within the same institution, we observed different styles due to different mappers. After reporting these issues to the LOINC committee, the LOINC committee suggested that these two different styles be condensed into one style that reports both pieces of information in a single data instance. For reporting the interpretation of raw measurements, the LOINC committee adopted the Value-CutoffsInterpretation style recommended by HL7. This style allows sending the value, cutoffs and interpretation in the same result segment of an HL7 message. This style indicates that results such as "POS" and "NEG" should go in the OBX-8 field for normalcy status in an HL7 message. Thus, LOINC codes with a scale of Qn can be appropriately used in cases where the "values" coming back are coded interpretations of the true numeric result value.
Another common issue we observed was differences in mapping to method-specific or methodless LOINC codes. In current laboratory systems, information about the 'method' is not always specified. For most practical purposes, users only care about the 'method' for billing purposes and only care about meaning of tests for analytic purposes. Using 'methodless' LOINC codes with the Value-Method-Interpretation style is one possible way to solve this problem.
The minimalist style of only keeping necessary information in the LOINC codes, can avoid knowledge overloading and overlap for LOINC users, and also avoids the situation where users choose different coding styles.
Measuring semantic interoperability of LOINC between two institutions
To determine whether LOINC has achieved its goal of improving semantic interoperability of laboratory tests is not an easy task. Any inconsistency in code definitions or use reduces semantic interoperability. If we can use consistent approaches then as more laboratory tests are exchanged we can achieve better semantic interoperability. By classifying semantic interoperability into three well-defined levels, we can better measure how we are doing in using data to its greatest potential. Overall, Level I statistics can be used to measure the semantic interoperability that can be achieved between two institutions by the use of current LOINC codes. It should also be possible to automate data conversions so that Level II interoperability is achieved in working systems. Using the definitions for the different levels of interoperability enables the measurement of improvements in data representation as we improve LOINC code consistency and as systems implement better mapping strategies.
Using Version Space approach and EDs for auditing TSs
We demonstrated that using the version space approach can reduce the complexity of auditing TSs. It consists of three important steps: 1) Prepare a set of attributes for concept learning. The crucial step in concept learning is finding a set of attributes that can be used to partition the concepts. Perl and his colleagues used the "divide and conquer method" for constructing the abstraction network (area-taxonomy and P-area taxonomy) according to the roles of concepts, e.g. [has associated location], which is similar to utilizing attributes for representing concepts. Formal concept analysis (FCA) is another similar approach to concept learning, which decomposes compound medical concepts into several atomic concepts by constructing a concept-attribute table, e.g. tonsillitis could be represented by tonsils and inflammation process [17] . Both Perl's approach and FCA could be used to create hierarchy of TSs. All three approaches, concept learning, Perl's taxonomy analysis and FCA, provide methods for measuring the similarities between two concepts, which can be used for grouping or dividing concepts. 2) Grouping Terms by creating version spaces: There are general to specific and specific to general approaches for creating version spaces. For those TSs that already had a set of attributes (e.g. description logics), the above two approaches could be used. Our specific to general approach had one advantage in that it created smaller groups at the beginning compared to the "divide and conquer method", which requires multiple steps to generate smaller groups. One limitation of this study was that we only audited the consistency and usefulness within single analyte version spaces. One possible extension of this study would be to use a semantic method for searching subspecies of analytes for creating version spaces, e.g. <Genetic tests,?, Time,?,?, System> or <Antibody,?, Time,?,?, System> [9] . Therefore, consistency and usefulness across a wider range of terms could be evaluated. 3) Using EDs for auditing: Our results revealed that using EDs alone for auditing may not be practical in the real world. Using EDs and version spaces together can provide a better understanding of the quality of TS implementations.
Conclusions
Min et al. concluded that auditing should be part of the terminology design life cycle, and LOINC is no exception [23] . There are variations in the way LOINC is used for data exchange that result in some data not being truly interoperable across different enterprises. To improve its semantic interoperability, we need to detect and correct any contradictory knowledge within LOINC using audit techniques and add computable relationships that can be used for making reliable inferences about LOINC encoded data. The LOINC committee should also provide detailed guidance on best practices for mapping from local codes to LOINC codes and for using LOINC codes in data exchange. Table 6 Pairwise Table 8 Examples of pairs having contradictory knowledge Explanation: Although 'Nom' and 'Nar' were designed to store different types of information, in practice they were used to store similar information.
